
Other suppliers said our problem was too complex or hard to fix – your 
innovation and vision have really helped us to move forward with our 
operational challenges  - David Patterson

We can help if:

• You want to automate complex processes involving human decisions
• You have lots of people doing repetitive work in multiple systems - including legacy 

systems that are hard to access
• You are unhappy with, or would like to enhance your RPA or automation system
• You have been told by another provider that your process can’t be fully automated

Award winning end-to-end process automation 
tool for the banking and insurance industries

ROI GUARANTEE
Guaranteed 12 month ROI if you work with our expert delivery team

Consistent
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Informed 
Decisions

Faster,
Smarter
Actions

End-to-end
Intelligence
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Enterprise Level 
Hyperautomation Solution

Process Discovery

BPM - Business 
Process Management

RPA - Robot Process 
Automation

Expert Consultancy 
and Support



More Than Just a Tool 
We took 15 years experience developing 
bespoke software systems for back-end 
processes in banking and financial services  
and used it to build the automation tool 
we knew our customers really needed. Our 
mission was to put the power back in our 
customer’s hands, but we have retained 
our service focus to provide all the help and 
guidance needed to ensure success on your 
automation journey.  

Automated Intelligent 
Decision Making

Using AI and 
advanced data 
understanding

Human-In-The Loop
Use AI to speed up and 
better inform human 

decision making  

Works With Your 
Documents and Systems

Advanced OCR and 
unstructured data 

handling

FCA Compliant  
Audit Trail

Automatically 
produced as 

processes run

Bank-Level Security
Built with security in  
mind - on site or in  

the cloud

True End-to-End Process Automation
SmartFlow has won multiple awards as it is 
able to automate more complex processes 
than traditional RPA tools. It handles real 
world processes and data using advanced 
technologies.

Book a Demo
www.maximiseit.co.uk/demo

08456 432 360

Learn More 
Visit

www.maximiseit.co.uk

https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/MaximiseITSolutions@maximiseit.co.uk/bookings/s/UXAB6gTDL06M1Ej9al_frg2
https://www.maximiseit.co.uk/

